We present numerical simulations of the three-dimensional Galerkin truncated incompressible Euler equations that we integrate in time while regularizing the solution by applying a waveletbased denoising. For this, at each time step, the vorticity filed is decomposed into wavelet coefficients, that are split into strong and weak coefficients, before reconstructing them in physical space to obtain the corresponding coherent and incoherent vorticities. Both components are multiscale and orthogonal to each other. Then, by using the Biot-Savart kernel, one obtains the coherent and incoherent velocities. Advancing the coherent flow in time, while filtering out the noise-like incoherent flow, models turbulent dissipation and corresponds to an adaptive regularization. In order to track the flow evolution in both space and scale, a safety zone is added in wavelet coefficient space to the coherent wavelet coefficients. It is shown that the coherent flow indeed exhibits an intermittent nonlinear dynamics and a k −5/3 energy spectrum, where k is the wavenumber, characteristic of three-dimensional homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Finally, we compare the dynamical and statistical properties of Euler flows subjected to four kinds of regularizations: dissipative (Navier-Stokes), hyperdissipative (iterated Laplacian), dispersive (Euler-Voigt) and wavelet-based regularizations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The outline of the paper is the following. In Section II, we describe the governing equations, the different regularization methods of the Euler equations used here, and the numerical schemes to implement them. In Section III, we present the results of the numerical experiments we have performed and analyze them using several statistical diagnostics and visualizations. In Section IV, we draw some conclusions and propose perspectives for future work.
II. EULER EQUATIONS AND REGULARIZATION METHODS
First, we describe the Euler equations and the numerical methods used to solve them.
Then, we introduce a wavelet-based regularization of the Euler equations, and present two more classical methods, one dissipative and one dispersive, in order to compare the regularized Euler solutions thus obtained.
A. Euler equations and numerical method
evaluated with a pseudo-spectral technique, i.e., in physical space, and the aliasing errors are removed by means of the phase shift method. Only modes with wavenumbers satisfying k < k max = 2 1/2 N 1/3 /3 are retained. For time integration we employ an explicit RungeKutta scheme of fourth order. The dealiased pseudo-spectral discretization is equivalent to the Galerkin approximation, which by construction does conserve kinetic energy, i.e., dE/dt = 0, where E = Ω |u| 2 dx/2.
B. Regularization methods

Wavelet-based regularization
After a brief description of the orthogonal wavelet decomposition (i) and the nonlinear wavelet filtering (ii), we describe the procedure of wavelet-based regularization (iii). The choice of the threshold used in (iii) is described (iv). The wavelet-based denoising regularization depends on the solution projected onto an orthogonal wavelet basis and is therefore adaptive. Since some wavelet coefficients are discarded, it has a dissipative effect. In order to obtain statistically stationary states, a solenoidal forcing term f is imposed.
(i) Orthogonal wavelet decomposition
The 3D orthogonal wavelet transform unfolds a 2π-periodic vector field v(x, t) at a given instant t into scale, positions and seven directions (µ = 1, ..., 7) using a 3D mother wavelet ψ µ (x), which is based on a tensor product construction. The wavelet ψ is well-localized in space x, oscillating, and smooth. The mother wavelet generates a family of wavelets ψ µ,λ (x) by dilation and translation, which yields an orthogonal basis of L 2 (R 3 ), and also of L 2 (T 3 )
with T = 2πR/Z being the torus through the application of a periodization technique [26] .
The spatial average of ψ µ, (x), denoted by ψ µ,λ , vanishes for each index. The multi-index λ = (j, i 1 , i 2 , i 3 ) denotes the scale 2 −j and position 2π × 2 −j i = 2π × 2 −j (i 1 , i 2 , i 3 ) of the wavelets for each direction.
A vector field v(x) = (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) sampled on N = 2 3J equidistant grid points, having zero mean value, can be decomposed into an orthogonal wavelet series:
where v j is the contribution of v at scale 2 −j defined by
Due to orthogonality of the wavelets, the coefficients are given by v µ,λ = v, ψ µ,λ , where
At scale 2 −j we have N j = 7 × 2 3j wavelet coefficients for each component of v. Thus, in total we have N coefficients for each component of the vector field corresponding to N −1 wavelet coefficients and the vanishing mean value. These coefficients are efficiently computed from the N grid point values for each component of v using the fast wavelet transform, which has linear computational complexity. In the present work, the compactly supported Coiflet wavelets with filter width 12 are used. For more details on wavelets, we refer the reader to text books, e.g., Mallat [26] .
(ii) Wavelet-based denoising
Thresholding the wavelet coefficients v µ,λ at a given time instant, we can define the coherent subset of the wavelet coefficients v 
where T is a given threshold value. The choice of the threshold value is discussed in (iv).
The coherent field v c is then reconstructed by inverse wavelet transform. The remaining incoherent field v i is given as v i = v − v c .
(iii) Wavelet-based regularization of Euler equations
The numerical simulation of the Euler equations with wavelet-based regularization is also called Coherent Vorticity Simulation (CVS). The procedure of CVS, starting from the Fourier coefficients of the velocity fieldû(k, t) at t = t n , is as follows.
(a) Time integration in spectral space: The velocityû(k, t) is advanced in time in k-space up to t = t n+1 using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
(b) Reconstruction of vorticity in physical space:
The vorticity field ω = ∇ × u at t = t n+1 is reconstructed by applying the inverse Fourier transform to ω = ik ×û.
(c) Extraction of coherent vorticity and addition of safety zone in wavelet space:
The set of wavelet coefficients of vorticity is obtained by applying the fast wavelet transform to ω. In order to track the evolution of coherent vorticity in space, scale and direction we have to keep, not only the coherent wavelet coefficients ω c , but also the neighboring wavelet coefficients in space, scale and directions. For this we first define the index set Λ that is the union of all (µ, λ) corresponding to the coherent wavelet coefficients kept in Eq. (5). We then define an expanded index set Λ * which adds to Λ the indices (µ, λ) of the neighboring coefficients in position, scale and direction. For details on the definition of the safety zone, we refer to [27] . Finally, all the coefficients, which do not belong to Λ * are set to zero. The expanded wavelet coefficients indexed by Λ * correspond to the coherent ones plus those of the safety zone, and are denoted by ω c * .
(d) Reconstruction in physical space of the expanded coherent vorticity:
Applying the inverse wavelet transform to ω c * yields the coherent vorticity including the safety zone ω c * .
(e) Calculation of the expanded coherent velocity:
The induced velocity u c * , which is divergence free, is computed using the Biot-Savart relation 
Other regularizations
For the sake of comparison, we will consider other kinds of regularization of the Euler equations. We will thus add a term having a dissipative effect on the solution, and another one having a dispersive effect, to obtain the regularized Euler equations
where ν h (−1) h+1 ∇ 2h u is a dissipative term, α 2 ∇ 2 ∂ t u is a dispersive term, and f is a solenoidal forcing term.
Dissipative regularization
We study two kinds of dissipative regularizations. The dissipative term in Eq. (6) has a non-zero positive coefficient, i.e., ν h > 0, while the dispersive term vanishes, i.e., α = 0.
Since energy is then dissipated we need to add a forcing term f in Eq. (6) to keep the flow statistically steady.
(a) Viscous regularization (Navier-Stokes equations)
The choice h = 1 results in the regular Newtonian viscosity term and Eq. (6) then corresponds to the Navier-Stokes equations.
(b) Hyperviscous regularization
Higher integer values of h correspond to different kinds of hyperdissipation, for which the energy dissipation becomes more and more localized in a narrower and narrower range of high wavenumbers in Fourier space, see, e.g., [8] . This implies a longer inertial range at the expense of the dissipation range which is thus reduced.
Dispersive regularization
We also perform a simulation where we apply the Euler-Voigt regularization (EV) to the Euler equations [10, 11] . In this case, ν h and f are set to zero in Eq. (6). Since it is an inviscid regularization, whose effect is dispersive rather than dissipative, the modified energy, defined as E m = E + α 2 Z, is conserved in time. The Euler-Voigt regularization with parameter α = 0 corresponds to the Euler equations and, since we solve them using a Fourier Galerkin scheme, energy cascades and piles up at the cutoff wavenumber during the flow evolution. To avoid such a pile-up, the value of α has to be sufficiently large and here we choose α = 2/5. R λ = 257, which was obtained by a direct numerical simulation forced with a negative viscosity as explained in [28] . For the simulation with hyperviscous regularization (HV), we use an initial velocity field which retains only the modes whose wavenumber is below k c .
Concerning the CPU time, CVS is about 60 % more expensive than NS, EV, HV and EE, which are about the same. In the current implementation the wavelet transform is not optimized and its parallelization is based on a transposition technique, which requires global data communication and hence slows down the computation. For CVS the ultimate goal is to perform Euler simulations directly in an adaptive wavelet basis, thus reducing memory and CPU time requirements. Viscous dissipation is then absent and dissipation is only due to filtering out the incoherent part. In Roussel and Schneider [29] computations of a slightly compressible turbulent mixing layer showed a speed-up of the computation and memory reduction for CVS of about a factor 3 in comparison to DNS of Navier-Stokes. The fully adaptive version advances in time only the coherent flow (represented by few wavelet coefficients), and adds a safety zone at each time step to account for translation of vortices and the generation of finer scales. We anticipate that similar performance will be obtained in a fully adaptive version of the CVS Euler code.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the following we discuss the results obtained for the five flow simulations. kmax 0 e(k)/kdk, with e(k) being the isotropic energy spectrum, defined as e(k) = 0.2τ . The computations presented here do not benefit from this compression in terms of computational cost, since the flow field is reconstructed in Fourier space or in physical space on the full grid N = 512 3 at each time step and a spectral method is used for space discretization. Nevertheless, the percentage of retained wavelet coefficients remains a good indicator of the potential gain which can be achieved by adaptive wavelet simulations [15, 17] .
In Fig. 1 (bottom) , we plot the number of wavelet coefficients that CVS retains at each scale, namely 100N c,j /N j , where N c,j is the number of wavelet coefficients which correspond to the coherent flow including the safety zone, at a given scale indexed by j. Note that
From the largest scale j = 0 to scale j = 5, we observe that 100% of the wavelet coefficients are retained as coherent flow, while at scale j = 6 the percentage drops to 80%, then to 15% at scale j = 7, and finally to less than 1% at the smallest scale j = 8. Therefore it is the compression obtained at the smallest scales that dominates, since the number of coefficients, N j , drastically increases with the scale index j, as N j = 7 × 2 3j . In contrast, for EV energy decreases significantly in time, because only the modified energy, E + α 2 Z, is conserved (this within 4.3 × 10 −6 % of its initial value after t = 4τ ). Table II for all computations.
Let us recall that the nonlinear wavelet filtering of CVS regularization removes the noise- like incoherent part from the flow at each time step, and thus CVS is dissipative. In order to estimate the energy dissipation rate D in this case, we use
where dE/dt is estimated by the first order forward finite difference in time. Since NS and HV have dissipative terms, energy dissipation can be directly estimated by h = ν h (−1) h u · ∇ 2h u . We verified that the difference between the values estimated by the two methods, i.e., either D or h , is negligibly small for NS and HV (the differences are less than 0.17% for t > 0.1τ ). It can be noted that Eq. (7) is similar to what was used to estimate numerical viscosity in [30] .
Figure 3 plots the energy dissipation rate D for CVS, NS, HV, and EV, but not for the
Euler equations which conserve energy. We observe that the energy dissipation of CVS is close to those for NS and HV for t > 2.5τ . This suggests that the mean energy dissipation rate D is insensitive to the detailed structure of the vorticity field. This shows that using CVS removes the incoherent noise-like contribution to the flow which corresponds to energy dissipation. Indeed, the incoherent enstrophy is a measure of turbulent dissipation. The insensitivity of the energy dissipation rate is consistent with the observation in [31] that the scrambling the high wavenumber contribution of the flow field does not modify the mean energy dissipation rate. The value of D for EV is determined by D = −dE/dt, because
The normalized mean energy dissipation rate A = DL/u 0 3 is a key quantity to study the phenomenology of turbulence. Our results listed in Table II Table II and we find very similar values for CVS, NS and HV.
B. Energy spectra and fluxes
To get insight into the spectral distribution of turbulent kinetic energy, we plot in Fig. 4 the compensated energy spectrum k 5/3 e(k) for the five flows as a function of wavenumber k at time t = 3.4τ . In both the energy containing and the inertial range (k 10) we observe that CVS, NS and HV yield similar compensated energy spectra. In contrast for EV it substantially differs from the others due to the absence of large scale forcing. At moderate wavenumbers (10 k 60) we find for CVS and NS similar spectral behaviors. We also notice that the compensated spectra of all regularizations, including NS, exhibit bottlenecks with different peak wavenumbers k p (k p = 20 for CVS and NS, k p = 35 for HV and EV). For large wavenumbers (k > 60) the energy spectrum is significantly damped for HV compared to NS due to the hyper-dissipative term. Moreover, CVS retains much more energy than HV and a little less than NS as the noise removed by CVS is predominant at high wavenumbers, due to its k 2 behavior. Now considering the Euler case, we find that for all wavenumbers the energy spectrum differs from the four other cases and, in particular, we observe that e(k) ∝ k 2 for k > 20, which corresponds to energy equipartition. Notice, to compute the 1D energy spectrum e(k) we have integrated the 3D energy spectrum over spherical shells of radius k, i.e., the shell surface scales as k 2 . Hence, energy equipartition in 3D Fourier space corresponds to e(k) ∝ k 2 . Figure 4 (bottom) shows the compensated energy spectrum extending the inertial range at the expense of the dissipative range, which is thus reduced.
The plateau of CVS ends at k ∼ 20 and the corresponding energy flux remains in between NS and HV. Indeed, CVS offers a kind of interpolation between NS and HV. In contrast, for EV no plateau is observed and maximum energy flux is found at k = 50 being three times larger than for the other cases, showing that EV is very different from NS.
C. Visualizations and Q − R diagrams Figure 6 shows the most intense structures of the vorticity field for CVS, NS, HV, EV and
Euler, visualized by the isosurface |ω| = M +4σ, M being the mean value and σ the standard deviation of the modulus of vorticity for the Navier-Stokes simulation. The isosurface value of |ω| is the same for all computations. We observe that vorticity structures are tube-like for CVS, NS, HV and EV. The structures of HV are more sparsely distributed compared to NS which is consistent with [8] . In contrast, we do not see any coherent structures in the Euler solution, which behaves as a Gaussian white noise since the k 2 scaling of the energy spectrum (Fig. 4) corresponds to decorrelation in physical space and the PDF of the longitudianl velocity derivative is Gaussian (Fig. 8) .
We also analyzed the velocity gradient tensor ∂u i /∂x j (for a review we refer to [36] ) of the five different flows at t = 3.4τ . We study the second and and third invariants,
∂u i /∂x j ∂u j /∂x ∂u /∂x i , respectively, as proposed in [37] . The joint PDFs of the dimensionless invariants, called Q − R diagram, in Fig. 7 present a very similar teardrop shape for CVS, HV and EV, close to the shape found for NS. In contrast, for EE we observe a symmetric joint PDF with respect to the line R = 0, which exhibits a keyhole shape. These observations illustrate that the small scale properties for EV it is 3.52, which confirms a slight departure from Gaussianity.
The longitudinal velocity derivative ∂u 1 /∂x 1 is a quantity well suited to characterize small scale intermittency. In the following we study its PDF, P [∂u 1 /∂x 1 ], for the five simulations as shown in Fig. 8 Table III . These findings confirm that CVS is more intermittent than NS, while HV is less intermittent, the latter being consistent with previous work [8] . For the Euler case the normal distribution proves that the flow is non intermittent.
Wavelet coefficients allow us to further quantify the flow intermittency [39, 40] , since wavelets are well-localized functions in space, which are contracted and dilated to explore a large range of scales. The scale-dependent flatness at scale j is defined by the flatness of a wavelet-filtered quantity. The scale index j corresponds to the wavenumber
where k ψ is the centroid wavenumber of the chosen wavelet (k ψ = 0.77 for the Coiflet 12 used here). For a wavelet-filtered quantity at k j , v j (x), given by Eq. (4), we define the scale-dependent flatness of v j (x) by
(Note that v j = 0.) Figure 9 plots the scale-dependent flatness for the contrast, the wavelet-based regularization leads to a stronger intermittency for CVS than for NS, since CVS extracts coherent structures by denoising the vorticity field at each time step. Reversely for EV regularization intermittency of the flow is reduced with respect to NS.
The HV regularization suppresses the flow intermittency significantly, resulting in reduced flatness values similar to those observed for Euler. This is also reflected in reduced tails of the PDF of the longitudinal velocity derivative, a result which is consistent with [8] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have proposed a wavelet-based approach to adaptively regularize the solution of threedimensional incompressible Euler equations computed with a classical Fourier Galerkin spec- tral method. We compared the wavelet-based method with three regularizations: NavierStokes, hyperviscous and Euler-Voigt. In addition we performed computations for the Euler equations without regularization. The main findings can be summarized as follows: First, wavelet-based regularization (CVS), as well as hyperviscous regularization (HV), preserve the Navier-Stokes (NS) dynamics in the inertial range selecting in both cases only a reduced set of the total number of modes used for NS. For the wavelet regularization the flow is more intermittent than for NS, since it extracts coherent structures by removing
Gaussian decorrelated noise at each time step. In contrast, the flow obtained by hyperviscous regularization is less intermittent than for NS. CVS offers a significant compression rate reducing the number of active degrees of freedom to only about 3.5% for the turbulent flows studied here, i.e., R λ ∼ 200. For higher R λ flows the compression rate will even be more efficient, as shown in [22] for high resolution DNS of Navier-Stokes. From the time 
